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Abstract
General concepts of photochemistry on metal and semiconductor surfaces are elucidated. These
concepts are then applied more specifically to describe photochemical transformation of molecules
on and with silicon surfaces. The mechanisms by which light can induce chemical reactions following
electronic excitation are described. Processes reviewed include photodissociation of adsorbed
molecules, photo-induced attachment of organic molecules and photo-induced corrosion.
Keywords
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Glossary
Band bending – The energetic position of the conduction band minimum and the valence band
maximum are not constant in a region below the surface known as the space charge layer.
The curvature of these bands in energy space is known as band bending.
Born-Oppenheimer potential energy curves – In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, nuclei are
taken as fixed and electrons can relax instantaneously to the lowest energy configuration.
This allows for the calculation of electronic state potential energy curves by fixing the
distances between nuclei, then allowing the electrons to relax to the lowest energy
configuration of the system in that geometry. The energy of the system is then constructed
as a parametric function of internuclear displacements.
Direct photochemistry – photochemistry in which the primary excitation of a molecule leads to the
photochemical transformation.
Dopant – An impurity in a semiconductor that has a valence different than that of the
semiconductor. An n-type dopant adds an electron to the semiconductor’s conduction band.
A p-type donor adds a hole to the semiconductor’s valence band.
Electronic band – A set of electronic levels that overlap to such an extent that they are continuous in
energy. The wavefunctions that describe a band are delocalized.
Electronic state – An electronic level of a system that exhibits a well-defined energy and localization
in space. In a solid-state system, this is only true of levels that exist in a band gap.
Electronic resonance – An electronic level of a system that has an energy that is broadened by its
interaction with an electronic band. A resonance is less localized than a state but not fully
delocalized.
Fermi-Dirac distribution – The equilibrium thermal distribution in the population of fermions among
all available states.
Friedel oscillations – Undulations in the electron density in the region just below a solid surface.
Hole – An electron vacancy.
Indirect photochemistry – photochemistry in which the primary excitation of a substrate leads to the
excitation of a molecule, which then undergoes a chemical transformation. Also known as
substrate-mediated photochemistry.
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k-space – Real space is the space is the position space of the x, y and z coordinates. k-space is related
to real space by a Fourier transformation and is a space defined in terms of momentum
vectors rather than spatial vectors.
Selvage – The region just below the surface in which the characteristics of the solid have yet to
asymptotically reach those of the bulk.
Space charge layer – The region below the surface of a semiconductor in which the bands are bent.
Nomenclature
εgap – Band gap energy
εF – Fermi energy
εC – Energy of the conduction band minimum
εV – Energy of the valence band maximum
Φ – Work function
ΦD – Value of band bending at the interface.
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Introduction to Surface Photochemistry
Photochemistry is a branch of chemical reactions induced by the absorption of photons.
Photochemistry on semiconductors is of great interest because it is closely related to topics such as
artificial photosynthesis and the production of solar fuels [1-6]. The photochemical attachment of
organic molecules to silicon surfaces – whether planar, porous or nanocrystalline – is of great
interest for applications in molecular electronics, sensors and biochemistry/biomedicine [7-10]. Its
low toxicity and the ability to tune the solubility, wettability and dissolution behaviour by variations
in surface termination make nanocrystalline porous silicon an ideal vehicle for drug delivery [11-13] .
Tethering of molecules to semiconductors is intrinsic to the development of dye-sensitized solar cells
[6, 14] and stability of the dyes versus photodecomposition and the semiconductor versus corrosion
are essential to the stability of these devices, especially the class of solar cells based on perovskites
[15, 16].
Throughout this review, we will be concentrating on photochemistry initiated by excitations in the
near infrared through the visible to ultraviolet light. That is, photochemistry that results from
electronic excitations. Surface photochemistry can occur either through direct or indirect processes.
In a direct process, the primary excitation is made in the molecule that will undergo photochemical
transformation. In an indirect process, also called a substrate-mediated process, the primary
excitation is made in the substrate. The transfer of this excitation from the substrate to the molecule
then leads to the photochemical transformation. Subsequent to the primary excitation, indirect
processes proceed in the same manner regardless of whether the primary excitation was made via
the absorption of a photon or by ion or electron irradiation. In other words, secondary electron
excitation takes place in the same manner regardless of how the secondaries were generated.
Metals and semiconductors are differentiated by the presence of a band gap. As with so many
semiconductor properties, the existence of a band gap has a profound influence on surface
photochemistry. Photon absorption in metals leads to excited electrons ranging continuously from εF
up to εF + hν, where εF is the Fermi energy and hν is the photon energy. Very rapidly, on the order of
a 100 femtoseconds or less, this excitation is thermalized among the electrons. On the order of a
picosecond or so these thermalized electrons equilibrate with the phonons in the irradiated area
[17-19]. By thermalized, I mean that the electron distribution is characterized by a Fermi-Dirac
distribution. By equilibrated, I mean that the electrons and phonons both are described by thermal
distributions and that both distributions have the same temperature. The two different timescales
for electron thermalization and electron-phonon equilibration lead to the introduction of a two
temperature model [20] to describe electron and phonon population distributions after pulsed laser
excitation. With increasing time resolution the modelling of the population distributions increases in
complexity [21].
Therefore, the nature of electronic excitations depends sensitively on the timescale over which they
are observed, and, consequently, on the pulse length of the laser (or lamp) used to excite the
system. From cw down to below 1 ns operation, on average over the pulse width, the electrons and
phonons are in equilibrium at the same temperature. Nonetheless, a not insignificant number of
electrons are momentarily excited to the maximum energy of εF + hν and are available to cause
excitation of electronic levels up to this energy. At this point we can see that photochemical events
can be distinguished as either photolytic or photothermal. Both result from photon absorption but in
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a photothermal event, the excitation is transferred to the molecule by the phonons rather than by
the photon or excited electrons. The excited electrons may be either primary or secondary electrons.
The high density of excited electrons induced by ultrafast optical excitation leads to highly non-linear
photochemistry that blurs the distinction between photolytic and photothermal events. Further
details can be found in references [22-33]. Femtophotochemistry will not be discussed further here.
Instead the focus of this chapter is on linear photochemistry.
The nature of electronic levels at interfaces
It is important to recognize several distinctions when discussing electronic excitations in adsorbed
systems. In the gas phase, the Born-Oppenheimer potential energy curves of electronic states are
easily classified as bound, when they have a well, or dissociative, when they are purely repulsive.
Except in regions in which predissociation occurs, electronic states have well-defined energies and
bound-bound transitions exhibit narrow linewidths. Molecular orbitals in isolated molecules have
occupancies of precisely 0, 1, or 2 electrons.
At surfaces, we need to distinguish between bulk states, surface resonances, surface states,
adsorbate resonances and adsorbate states. Bulk states are electronic states associated with the
semi-infinite solid. They exhibit a periodic wavefunction that extends throughout the bulk and then
decays in amplitude as it passes the surface. Electron density is constant in the bulk, but in the
selvage just below the surface, electron density exhibits Friedel oscillations before decaying
exponentially into the vacuum beyond the surface. In a metal the bulk states form a band in energy
space that is populated up the Fermi Energy εF with a tail to higher energies described by the FermiDirac distribution. Some exceptional metals such as copper [34] exhibit partial band gaps that exist
over only a limited range of electron momenta (i.e. over a limited range of k-space, where k is the
electron momentum). The band structure of a solid is commonly represented in a plot of energy
versus the magnitude of k along various directions in the Brillouin zone.
A resonance is an electronic level that is localized but nonetheless overlaps with bulk states. Because
a resonance overlaps energetically in k-space with bulk states, it couples to the bulk states. This
coupling means that the resonance has a broadened energy and that it decays more slowly into the
bulk than it does into the vacuum. A resonance can be further differentiated as a surface resonance,
that is, a resonance that is associated with a clean surface, or an adsorbate resonance, that is, a
resonance that is associated with the presence of an adsorbate. When an electronic state associated
with a molecule overlaps with the occupied states of the metal below εF, an adsorbate resonance is
formed. In chemisorption, the resonance will take on character from both the molecular orbital and
the substrate orbital to which the molecular orbital couples. In physisorption, the molecular orbitals
are not strongly coupled to the substrate and primarily retain their localized molecular
characteristics. A surface state is an electronic state that exists in a band gap. Since it exists in a band
gap, it does not couple strongly to the bulk states. A surface state is highly localized at the interface
and retains a sharp energy. A surface state is called an intrinsic surface state if it is associated with
the clean surface. It is called an adsorbate state or extrinsic surface state if it is associated with the
presence of an adsorbate.
Surface states and resonances that exist exclusively below εF are filled with an occupancy of 2. States
and resonances that exist exclusively above εF are empty with an occupancy of 0. States and
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resonances that straddle εF, either because of their intrinsic width or because of their dispersion in kspace, have a partial occupancy between 0 and 2.
Normally unoccupied (excited) states and resonances have finite lifetimes. Because of their stronger
coupling to bulk states, resonances have intrinsically shorter lifetimes, generally on the order of only
a few femtoseconds. The lifetime of excited states depends on their positioning relative to the band
edges in the system. An excited adsorbate state that is far from both the valence band and
conduction band exhibits a lifetime little perturbed from the value of the isolated (or solvated)
molecule. Thus, fluorescence from adsorbed dye molecules can be observed from molecules
adsorbed on wide band gap semiconductors and insulators so long as the excited state is nearer to
the mid-gap region rather than a band edge. However, fluorescence is completely quenched when
the molecule is adsorbed to a metal and the excited state is strongly coupled to the metal electronic
states.
The presence of a band gap in a semiconductor significantly complicates the electronic structure and
the types of excitations available at a semiconductor surface. An intrinsic semiconductor is an ideal
semiconductor without electronically active impurities that change the density of charge carries.
Such impurities are called dopants. In an intrinsic semiconductor at absolute zero temperature, the
Fermi energy lies halfway between the conduction band minimum εC and valence band maximum εV
and there are no states in between. The energies εC and εV are constant throughout the bulk and the
difference between them is the band gap εgap. The value of εF depends weakly on the temperature
because of thermal excitations of electrons across the gap. When an electron is excited above the
vacuum energy εvac, it leaves the solid. When excited by a photon, this process is called
photoemission. When the electron is excited thermally, it is called thermionic emission. The Fermi
energy is related to the chemical potential of the electrons. Thus, at equilibrium, the Fermi energy of
all materials that are in electrical contact must be the same. Since all materials have characteristic
(i.e. different) values of the work function, the position of the vacuum energy is different above
different materials. We will return to the important implications of this for semiconductor interfaces
below.
An extrinsic or doped semiconductor contains a small concentration of impurity atoms that either
add an electron to the conduction band (n-type dopant) or remove an electron from the valence
band (p-type dopant) compared to the intrinsic semiconductor. The behaviour of the absence of an
electron can be approximated by the quasi-particle concept known as a hole. A hole is a quasiparticle that has a mass on the order of the electron mass but a positive charge. It is denoted h+ and
acts in many ways like an electron with a positive charge. For example, conduction of a negative
electron from left to right can also be thought of as the motion of a positive hole from right to left.
The Fermi energy of a doped semiconductor depends on the concentration and type of dopant. If a
semiconductor is so heavily doped that εF is raised above εC, the semiconductor behaves as a (poor)
metal and is then termed a degenerate semiconductor. In all cases dealt with below, the
semiconductor is assumed to be a conventionally doped rather than degenerate semiconductor.
One other distinction that must be made regarding semiconductors is whether the band gap is direct
or indirect. In a direct band gap semiconductor such as GaAs, the optical transition across the
minimum band gap in the band structure corresponds to a conventional vertical (Franck-Condon)
5
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transition. In an indirect semiconductor such as Si – analogous to a vibronically allowed molecular
transition – the optical transition across the minimum energy band gap must be accompanied by the
excitation of a phonon. Such an indirect transition is much lower probability than a direct transition.
By microscopic reversibility, the transitions in the opposite direction are likewise affected by the
direct versus indirect nature. Radiative lifetimes of direct band gap transitions are in the nanosecond
range, whereas transitions across indirect band gaps exhibit microsecond or longer radiative
lifetimes.
The surfaces of semiconductors were doubly cursed by Wolfgang Pauli.1 Indeed, they lead to
significant complications for semiconductor electronic states. The upheavals inherent in the
formation of a surface – as well as the occurrence of surface resonances and surface states – cause
changes in the electron distribution in and near the surface. The result is the formation of a space
charge layer, which is a region below the surface from tens to hundreds of nanometres in width. The
energies εC and εV are constant throughout the bulk. An electric field in the space charge layer
changes the energies of εC and εV. This effect is known as band bending. The electric field is
generated by the difference in the charge distribution at the surface compared to the bulk;
therefore, it and the band bending it causes are sensitive to the material that comes in contact with
the semiconductor surface as well as the surface structure of the semiconductor. Band bending is
illustrated in Fig. 1, specifically for Ag/Si interfaces. When the work function Φ of the material in
contact with the semiconductor is greater than the work function of the semiconductor, the bands
bend upward in the semiconductor, as shown in Fig. 1(a). When the work function of the material is
less than the work function of the semiconductor, as in Fig. 1(b), the bands bend downward.
Because the Fermi energy depends on the doping, the direction of band bending is influenced not
only by the work function of the material in contact with the semiconductor, but also the doping of
the semiconductor, in particular the type of dopant. It is important to recognize that electrons move
to the lowest available position in a band while holes run to the top of bands. A hole injected into an
upwardly bending band, such as into the Si valence band at the Ag/n-type Si interface naturally
moves toward the interface. An electron would do just the opposite.

1

According to Wikiquote: “One shouldn’t work on semiconductors, that is a filthy mess; who knows
whether any semiconductors exist.” And “God made the bulk; surfaces were invented by the devil. ”
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1. Band bending at the interface of a semiconductor with another phase depends on the
relative work function of the semiconductor and the other material as well as on the doping of the
semiconductor because the work function of a semiconductor depends on the doping. (a) For a
metal such as Ag, which has a work function that exceeds that of typically doped n-type Si (e.g. ~10
Ω cm), the bands bend upward at the interface. (b) For a metal such as Ag, which has a work
function less than that of typically doped p-type Si (e.g. ~10 Ω cm), the bands bend downward at the
interface. Adapted from [35]. ΦD is the value of band bending at the interface.
Initiating photochemistry at silicon surfaces
Photochemistry at semiconductor surfaces occurs via three different types of processes: valence
band, conduction band and gap state mediated processes. The removal of an electron from a
normally occupied valence band resonance can lead to bond activation. Similarly, the filling of a
normally unoccupied resonance in the conduction band can create a reactive excited state. Changing
the occupation of adsorbate localized states located in the band gap can also induce
photochemistry. At this juncture, it is best to make our discussion specific to silicon as shown in Fig.
2.
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Figure 2. Various process involved in and after photon absorption in a semiconductor. Both the work
function based energy scale ε, which becomes more positive at higher energy, and the standard
electrochemical potential scale E, which become more negative at higher energy, are shown. Photon
absorption promotes an excited electron, e–, leaving behind a hole, h+. S1, S2 and S3 represent
substrate resonances. A1 is a surface state while A2 and A3 are adsorbate resonances. The related
nature of photochemistry and electrochemistry are highlighted by noting that electron transfer
directly into the conduction band (or out of the valence band) can also lead to the occupation of
excited electronic states. Adapted from [36].
Consider first the dynamics of photoexcitation and relaxation of a clean silicon substrate. Absorption
of a photon with above-band-gap energy leads to the formation of a hole in the valence band and
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excitation of an electron into the conduction band. Resonances in the conduction band have very
short lifetimes and quickly relax via phonon excitation to the conduction band minimum. Silicon is an
indirect bandgap semiconductor. Therefore, radiative recombination of the electrons that have
relaxed to the conduction band minimum is slow compared to non-radiative relaxation, which
means that regardless of the initial photon energy, a population of excited electrons near the
conduction band minimum builds up rapidly after photon absorption. Similarly, the valence band
holes rapidly percolate to the top of the valence band. Note that if the bands bend upward, valence
band holes are naturally pushed toward the surface and conduction band electrons naturally escape
into the bulk. The opposite holds if the bands bend downward.
Now consider photoexcitation in the presence of an adsorbate. It is important to recognize the
parallels of semiconductor photochemistry to photoelectrochemistry and charge transfer reactions
more generally [37-39]. This is true not only of Si but also other semiconductors such as TiO2 [40]. At
the gas/solid interface we think of an adsorbate as being either chemisorbed or physisorbed. At the
liquid/solid interface we think of an adsorbate as being either specifically adsorbed or nonspecifically adsorbed. A specifically adsorbed species is a molecule that has partially or completely
lost its solvation shell upon binding to the surface. A non-specifically adsorbed species retains its
solvation shell. Electron transfer to non-specifically adsorbed species is analogous to outer sphere
electron transfer described by Marcus theory. Electron transfer to a specifically adsorbed species is
analogous to an inner shell electron transfer and corresponds to electron transfer in the strongly
coupled regime, which is generally faster than an outer sphere (weakly coupled) process.
Direct or indirect excitation of an adsorbed molecule can result from photon absorption. Direct
excitation results from direct population of an adsorbate resonance such as A3 shown in Fig. 2.
Indirect population of an excited adsorbate resonance occurs when an electron is transferred from
the conduction band to the adsorbate. Thus, conduction band mediated photochemistry can result
from the action of an excited electron. However, the valence band hole can also be responsible for
initiating photochemistry. A valence band mediated process occurs when creation of a valence band
hole is responsible for initiating photochemistry either directly or after the hole has relaxed to the
valence band maximum and is then transferred to an adsorbate.
An electronically excited adsorbate resonance such as that represented by A3 may cause the
adsorbate to react. However, the lifetime of such a resonance is quite short (on the order of a 10–50
fs depending on how a specifically adsorbed species is tethered to the surface [41, 42]) because it is
unstable with respect to rapid electron transfer back to a lower lying resonance in the conduction
band, such as S2. Photochemistry mediated by A3 must compete with electronic quenching. Thus, a
resonance such as A3 will only be efficient at mediating surface photochemistry if it is a strongly
dissociative state that leads directly to bond breakage.
A much longer lived excited state is created by the population of a gap state such as A1. Electron
transfer from near the conduction band minimum to the gap state A1 is much more rapid than back
transfer of the electron because the activation barrier is asymmetrical (much larger in the back
transfer direction) [36]. The long lifetime of A1 can facilitate conduction band mediated reactivity
because it enhances the probability of collision with a reaction partner. Alternatively and especially if
the adsorbate is non-specifically adsorbed, the excited adsorbate can diffuse away from the surface.
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This is extremely advantageous if the photochemistry is mediated by a valence band hole because
the lifetime of a hole is increased by removing conduction band electrons with which the hole could
recombine.
Hamers and co-workers have shown that internal photoemission can be important during the
grafting of a terminal alkene to Si under UV excitation [43]. Internal photoemission is electron
transfer from the Si substrate to an acceptor species in solution induced by photoexcitation. Because
it removes the excited electron from the Si and thereby lowers the recombination rate, the
remaining valence band hole has a longer lifetime than if the electron were excited to and remained
in the conduction band. Removal of the excited electron will intrinsically increase the effective
reactivity of the valence band hole toward nucleophilic attack by another solution phase species
such as a terminal alkene. Hamers and co-workers ensured a high probability for internal
photoemission by choosing molecules with an acceptor level just under the Si vacuum level and by
using 254 nm light. Even more intriguingly, Hamers and co-workers [44, 45] have been able to use
photoemission from diamond to produce solvated electrons, which can induce chemical reactions
including the photoreduction of aqueous CO2 to CO.
Photochemical mechanisms on H/Si surfaces
Many studies of silicon surface photochemistry, which have been reviewed in depth in [46], begin on
the H-terminated surface because this surface is chemically passivated and reproducible. There are
six ways that photochemistry can be initiated at H/Si surfaces in contact with a fluid or adsorbed
layer as summarized below.
(1) Formation of dangling bonds by direct photodesorption of H or stimulated or thermal
desorption of H2. H-terminated Si surfaces are chemically inert because capping Si dangling bonds
leads to strong nonpolar Si-H bonds. Subsequent to photodisruption of the Si–H bond, the Si
dangling bond can react with molecules that collide with it in what is in a sense radical initiated
chemistry as described by Chidsey and co-workers [47], see Fig. 3(a). Direct photodesorption is only
possible for UV or VUV irradiation and will not play a role for visible or infrared illumination.
Photodesorption of adsorbed H by desorption induced by multiple electronic transitions can produce
a surface radical. This mechanism [48] is possible under high intensity ultrafast laser illumination.
Laser induced thermal desorption of adsorbed H can also produce surface radicals. This mechanism
is easily induced by a nanosecond pulsed laser [49]. Pulse fluences of >100 mJ cm–2 are required to
engender the requisite temperature jump to > 800 K.
(2) Creation of hot electrons in the conduction band and hot holes in the valence band. Hot carriers
are electrons that have not yet relaxed to the conduction band minimum or holes that have not yet
relaxed to the valence band maximum. These can correspond to electronically excited states of
either Si–H or Si–Si bonds. Such states generally only have a lifetime of a few femtoseconds and thus
are not likely to play a prominent role in photochemistry if longer lifetime excitations are available.
(3) Creation of thermalized electrons and holes that move under the influence of band bending. It
is precisely this kind of excitation (holes thermalized to the valence band maximum) that leads to
reactivity during anodic or photoelectrochemical (including laser induced) etching of Si [50, 51].
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Because of the indirect bandgap, electrons or holes thermalized to the band edges have significantly
longer lifetimes than hot electrons or hot holes.
(4) Creation of electronically excited solution phase species. Direct photoexcitation of a reactant in
the solution can enhance surface reactivity but only if this species is located within a few mean free
paths of the surface.
(5) External photoemission from Si to solution phase species. This can only occur for UV irradiation
with wavelengths below 240 nm. External photoemission can lead to a reactive anion species.
Alternatively, it can enhance valence band processes because the removal of conduction band
electrons increases the lifetime of valence band holes.
(6) Internal photoemission to a solution phase species. It is well known that a surface species can
have an electronic state that lies buried in either the conduction band or valence band of crystalline
Si. If the adsorbate is strongly bound (chemisorbed) this state has a lifetime of only a few
femtoseconds, as mentioned above, because it is strongly coupled to the Si band structure if it lies in
a region with a high density of states, i.e. within the valence band or low in the conduction band.
However, in nanostructured silicon with feature sizes below 3 nm quantum confinement pushes the
bands apart, and a localized and long-lived state can be uncovered. Such states, for example a
surface silanone species Si=O, must be invoked to explain the photoluminescence (PL) of porous
silicon and, particularly, the sensitivity of porous silicon PL to oxidation [52, 53]. Alternatively, a
solution phase or a non-specifically adsorbed species with an affinity state located below the
vacuum level of Si can act as a receptor of an electron excited from the valence band. Furthermore,
this state may be able to act as a trap not only when it lies within a gap but even when it overlaps a
band so long as the state is not strongly coupled to the solid. A wide range of wavelengths is
supported by this mechanism because the resonance condition is met for an electron from
anywhere in the valence band and not just at the valence band maximum. Note that such a
mechanism is more likely for nanocrystalline Si than crystalline Si because of the wider band gap.
From the above considerations, the most likely initiators of photochemistry at H/Si surfaces are
either a thermalized hole at the top of the valence band or a thermalized electron at the bottom of
the conduction band. Thermalized conduction band electrons have been shown to transfer
efficiently to oxidants in solution, which strongly effects the kinetics and stoichiometry of Si etching
in the presence of a strong oxidant such as V2O5 [54] or H2O2 [55]. Thermalized holes are involved in
photo-initiated etching of Si in HF [51, 56, 57]. On the basis of electronic state energetics, it was
unambiguously determined that the hole resides in a Si–Si backbond bulk state localized near the
surface [51]. The hole is not located in the Si–H bond, nor is it capable of dissociating the Si–H bond.
The role of thermalized holes is consistent with the exciton model of Stewart and Buriak [58] and the
radical propagation mechanism of Sun and co-workers [59], Fig. 3(b) and 3(c), respectively.
A radical chain mechanism describing the photo-initiated reaction of organics with H/Si surfaces is
explained as follows, see Fig. 3(c). A surface localized hole occupies a Si–Si back bond. A Si dangling
bond acts as the radical. Reaction proceeds by nucleophilic attack of the Si surface. In a chain
reaction this is followed by H abstraction from a neighbouring site that allows for radical
propagation. Rijksen and co-workers [60] corroborated this mechanism by using molecular
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analogues to the H/Si surface containing 4, 7 and 9 Si atoms. They used laser techniques to create
radical cation species and characterized their lifetime and reactivity. They found that 1-alkenes and
1-alkynes likely reacted according to the described mechanism. However, this mechanism was not in
line with the reactivity of aldehydes and carboxylic acids. The radical chain mechanism is also
consistent with the results of de Smet and co-workers [61] and Cai and co-workers [62]. The latter
group investigated the photoinduced reactivity of alkenes with iodine-terminated Si surfaces. Their
detailed experiments clearly showed that photogenerated holes localized in the near surface region
enhanced reactivity of the alkene to form Si–C bonds.
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Figure 3. (a) Scheme 1 represents the radical chain mechanism adapted from Chidsey and coworkers [47], who used radical initiators such as peroxides to abstract an H atom from an Si–H bond
to produce a dangling bond site on the otherwise H-terminated surface. (b) Scheme 2 represents the
exciton mechanism adapted from Steward and Buriak [58]. Their work considered photoexcitation to
create an electron-hole pair that is not completely removed from the surface region. (c) Scheme 3
represents the exciton-radical chain mechanism adapted from Zuilhof and co-workers [59]. In this
model an electron is removed from a Si-Si backbond by photon absorption and the valence band
hole remains at the surface. However, the delocalized nature of the surface resonance is recognized
in that the radical site is not explicitly ascribed to a single site. Once nucleophilic addition of, e.g., a
terminal alkene is made to the surface, the radical is localized on the adsorbed molecule. The
adsorbed radical then abstracts a H atom, which transfers the radical to the surface and enables the
propagation of a chain reaction.
Conclusion
Photochemistry on silicon and semiconductor surfaces is of increasing interest because of its
relevance to photocatalysis as well as corrosion, nanostructure formation and the tailoring of
surface reactivity of quantum dots and particles that are resorbable in the body. In this chapter an
emphasis has been placed on describing the steps involved in the initiation of photochemistry. The
interconnection of semiconductor photochemistry with electron transfer reactions has been
highlighted. The reactions of organic molecules with H-terminated Si surface has been briefly
reviewed to act as an illustrative example of the mechanism of photochemical reactions at Si
surfaces with both hot and thermalized charge carriers.
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